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MR. O' CONNELL: Our next speaker is Joe Grady. Joe Grady's been the conservation

administrator in the Town of Duxbury on the South Shore of Massachusetts for fourteen years.

He's also president of the Massachusetts Society of Municipal Conservation Professionals, which is

a statewide organization of conservation commission agents. Along with myself, he's a trustee of

the Duxbury Beach Reservation, who are the not-for-profit owners of Duxbury Beach. Joe was

awarded the conservation administrator of the year award in 1998 by the Massachusetts Associa-

tion of Conservation Commissions.

Joe is going to talk about his experience in dune grass planting and sand fencing on

Duxbury Beach over many years.

MR. GRADY: Thank you, Jim.

I' ll begin by giving you a little background about Duxbury Beach. It' ll help you under-

stand a little bit more about how we manage the beach. Duxbury Beach is a privately owned

barrier beach on the South Shore, thirty miles south of Boston. It was purchased in 1919 by the

Duxbury Beach Reservation, Incorporated. It's a nonprofit trust that purchased it to preserve it

for future generations.

Both Jim and I are trustees. There's about thirty-five of us and a few other members are

here today. We, on an annual basis, try to manage this barrier beach in Duxbury.

You can see here an aerial photo. This is Duxbury Beach Proper. It's a four mmile section

that heads south. It then turns west and runs another three miles. The section that runs from

here to here  southern end! is actually in the Town of Plymouth, so it makes for some interesting

management issues because it's quite a ways away from the Town of Plymouth Proper.

But as you can see, and as with most barrier beaches, there's an extensive bay behind the

barrier and extensive salt marsh systems. This is Plymouth beyond. Plymouth Beach is right here

in the upper right-hand corner. There's a narrow throat of water here that funnels in and out of

the bay that serves the Town of Plymouth, the Town of Kingston, and the Town of Duxbury.

It's a very important barrier to the North Atlantic. It faces northeast and is the breakwater

that protects thousands of private homes and private properties within the three-town

ernbayment.

It also is host to some rare species, and it is extensively used for recreation on a year-round

basis.

As I mentioned, the southern tip of the beach is actually in the Town of Plymouth. It is

home to two hundred and ninety cottages, some of which are year-round. This is Gurnet, the

first cottage community. You can see it's rather substantial. It has seventy homes, a lighthouse,

so that the maintenance of the beach is a very important issue for these particular landowners.



There's a total of two

hundred and ninety

homes on the beach � on

call the High Pines Plain,

and it was completely

strewn with trails and

just total unrestricted

access, which caused a considerable amount of erosion, just from the use of the humans that
visited the site.

As with all of you, we also have standard coastal erosion, dune scarps that form after

northeast storms, and some of them fairly substantial in size.

And then finally we have really what is total overwash  Figure 16! that is the result of the

1991 Halloween Storm, the Perfect Storm. It completely leveled our dune structure in probably

seventy percent of the

beach.

So what did we do

from here? This is that

same area today  Figure

17!. And what I want to

talk to you a little bit

about is some of the

specifics of what we' ve

done to try to develop a

dune structure on this

very narrow, very suscep-

tible barrier beach.

I' ll go back just to

give you some sense of

what it was like in 1991
Fig 17. Rebuilt dune along Duxbury Beach

the southern section of

the beach.

One of the issues

that we' ve had to wrestle

with in the 1960s and

the 1970s was unre-

stricted motor vehicle

use. You can see here

that this is the area we

Fig 16. Overwash of Duxbury Beach following the 1991 Halloween 1Vortheaster



 Figure 16!. This is the exact same spot you just saw, with the ocean on the left. We had overwash

from a series of high tides that completely leveled the dune structure and eliminated the gravel

roadway. You can see what's left of the sand fencing, overwash fans and a considerable amount of

our dune structure washed into the bay. The barrier probably moved back something in the range

of a hundred to hundred and fifty feet during those tidal cycles.

So we put it back together over the last nine years, and I' ll try to tell some of that story this

afternoon.

Traditionally, as was discussed this morning by Bill from New Jersey, we would use sand

fencing to collect sand. We liked to use multiple rows. And the sand would gather behind a row

of fence. We planted. We put out another row of fence, and we'd fortify the width of dunes.

This is something we did in the last ten years or so.

These are the plantings that we do in between. We plant the grass eighteen inches apart,

six or seven inches deep. We'd wait for the sand to accrete within these fences, and over a period

of time, we'd have row after row of sand fencing going out. If you had a period of good weather

for five or ten years, you could bring the beach out seventy-five feet or so. We have photographs

where these telephone poles were standing in the water after storms, and then over a period of

time we were able to bring the fence out ten, twelve feet each season. And that's what we did

primarily for management in those years. It was fairly successful. We ran into those same prob-

lems with beach grass dieback, those things that were mentioned this morning.

This is the same sort of thing. It's sort of a closer shot, where you can see where we would

plant twelve feet of grass, put up a new set of sand fence, and hope to collect sand just like this to

an elevation three, four, five, maybe six feet tall.

Since that time, we' ve had the piping plover listed as a threatened species. And they' re

very well disguised here on the barrier beach. This is a plover here. We have them nest on

Duxbury Beach, as well as least terns. Because of that, we' ve had to modify our dune management

program.

I'm in a fairly unique situation, in that I'm also not only a regulator, being a conservation

administrator, but l'm a beach manager. So I have to perform both of these duties.

So we have to be very careful how we manage our dune activities relating to these particu-

lar species that visit our beach.

So here we have the beach in 1991. It's leveled � completely flat. And we have to worry

about impacting endangered species habitat. As most of you probably know, being here from the

Cape, piping plovers prefer nice, flat, low beaches like this, and the Wetlands Protection Act says

that you' re not allowed to have any short or long-term impacts to their habitat. So how in the

world do you manage this piece of property with that as a threshold?

Well, what we finally did is we' ve developed, with the Army Corps of Engineers, a very

substantial project of a sacrificial dune. Trucking in sand and constructing a dune that satisfied

the requirements of the Wetlands Protection Act, Army Corps regulations, with a series of thresh-



olds and regulations that we had to overcome. This is one of the euclids that was used to trans-

port the material from a staging area four miles to the north. And what we designed was a barrier

to an elevation of sixteen feet NGVD, ten feet wide across the top, with a slope of six to one on

the back side and six to one on the ocean side.

Now, that did several different things with the design. The federal flood insurance folks

funded the majority of this project. They determined that the barrier beach, Duxbury Beach,

performed a substantial amount of flood prevention for all of those houses on the inland side of

the embayment, and it was financially worthwhile for them to fund the construction of this dune

or a dike in an effort to reduce future claims inland. So, they wanted to see that the entire struc-

ture be elevated to a minimum of sixteen feet NGVD. And I believe that was the storm elevation

for a five-year storm event. The barrier was so low that they were afraid that there'd be substan-

tial claims even on very minor storm events, storm events of less than five years. So they were

willing to pay a price per cubic yard to bring sand in and sort of jurnp-start the beach and build

some dunes to trip the waves, so that they wouldn't have additional insurance claims.

Well, then how do we overcome the endangered species situation? We worked very closely

with the regulatory folks, and it was determined that we would try to develop a very gentle slope

of this dike structure or dune structuring. We agreed to a six to one slope. And it was felt that the

piping plover could live with that. That it was a gentle enough slope that they could travel from

one side to the other, and that they may actually nest on it.

Since that time � it's nearly ten years ago � we have modified repairs to the structure.

Now we' re required to have it at a minimum of ten to one, The six to one was not a gentle

enough slope for the piping plover. We' ve never documented a nest on that slope. We' re not

allowed to alter habitat, and so we once again have had to modify our management program, to

take in effect the endangered species program.

So we constructed this dike wherever the beach was less than sixteen feet NGVD. It

sounds like a tall elevation. It really isn' t. We trucked in sand � actually twice. We did it in '91,

and then we did it in '92. Before we finished the project in '91, we had another storm in Decem-

ber of '92 that took out the majority of the first sacrificial dune.

So the first project, I believe, was around sixty-five thousand cubic yards. The second

project was more substantial, and it brought in over a hundred thousand cubic yards of material.

You can see we ra.n Euclid four-wheel drive large dump trucks up and down. We spread the mate-

rial with bulldozers. We were very careful to stay off of existing vegetation that had been previ-

ously planted. In some sections, it's nothing other than a long dike of sand. It's ten feet across

the top � right here  Figure 18!, and it's a six to one slope. This is the roadway and a six to one

slope off the backside. There's the bay side here and the ocean here.

We had nothing to start with, so it looks pretty bleak right here in this picture.

And this fulfilled the Army Corps requirements, and the flood insurance requirements.

They wanted a big pile of sand out there. They were willing to compromise with the endangered



species regulations in

order to accomplish this.

It was a major negotia-

tion process to accom-

plish the permits for this

type of project.

Once the sand was

in place, we then planted

it and stabilized it, and

I' ll talk specifically about

that. This is that same

area that's in this previ-

ous picture here, the

Fig 18. Sacrificial dune on Duxbury Beach
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exact same spot. This is

it today  Figure 17!, so

it's pretty well stabilized, We have a pretty good dune structure to protect us. And, in fact, it was

tested last March, March 4th, We had a significant flood event that overtopped the majority of

the structure. The grass remained in place. We lost sand in only two locations. We really feel

that this project has been a real success.

Grass planting � beach grass planting, as was discussed this morning, is a wonderful

project for volunteers and for the community. Thousands of people use Duxbury Beach and feel a

real love or affection for the property, and they are starving for things to do to protect the beach.

We have the Duxbury Beach Preservation Society, and they raise nearly seventy-five thousand

dollars a year just to preserve the beach through dances and selling T-shirts. The Girl Scouts and

Brownies come out in great numbers to plant beach grass. It's a simple project. It's easy to do.

With some supervision, we constructed these planters out of recycled steel from the transfer

station. They' re designed so that the person simply pushes their foot down to the designated

depth and gets a sufficient eight or nine inch hole to install the grass in. It's a very simple

project. And in 1991 and 1992, we planted over a million stalks of beach grass on Duxbury

Beach. We had over eight hundred volunteers, and it was a very successful program. People were

happy to come out. They were excited to be able to help restore the beach, the place that they

loved that had been destroyed or flattened in the October, '91 storm.

However, once again, endangered species. The scientists tell us that the piping plover in

particular do not like thick stands of American beach grass. So how do we overcome that thresh-

old of no short or long-term impact to their habitat? We had to modify our program.

In the past, we would plant the entire area, any area that we could find that was bare, with

beach grass, eighteen inches apart, two culms per hole. A culm is like a celery stalk, There's a

clump of grass that's held together with several stems coming off, but it's one culm, And you put



a culm in each hole.

We finally agreed with the regulators that we would only plant fifty percent of this sacrifi-

cial dune that was installed. We tried various methods of planting. We planted circles, we also

planted what we called Chevrons. These are Chevrons. They' re kind of Z-shaped areas. And

finally, we' ve come up now most recently with a density of three feet on center: a broadcast

planting that's only three feet on center.

And that satisfied the regulators with a density that would allow the plover to move from

bayside to ocean-side freely and unobstructed. And it also satisfied the people who were paying

for this project, the federal government, to stabilize this sand that they were trucking in at a fairly

expensive cost. I think it was around twelve dollars a yard installed. So it was a matter of com-

promising, and it was a matter of trying to develop a plan that would work for all of those in-

volved.

These again are the Chevrons that you can see, where we planted twenty-foot strips, zig-

zagged it across the structure and left bare areas in between. The Chevron is desi~ed so that at

no time can a drop of water travel from east to west over this dune structure without encounter-

ing a stalk of grass. So in other words, they go up to the top, and they zigzag across. They aren' t

straight shots across the top.

This is the way the place looks today. We then, after planting the grass, after trucking in

the sand, we installed a single row of snow fence. Once again, it's a modification from our origi-

nal program, where would put up series and series and series of snow fences. There were two

reasons for that. One was the dieback issue. The other was the piping plover once again. Regula-

tors felt that if there were several rows of snow fence, it would obstruct the travel of the plover

chicks and the plovers themselves back and forth over this dune structure, So we compromised

and we now only install a single row of snow fence. And the snow fence really, once the grass is

installed, its primary job is just to keep people out of the grass. The grass will do all of the collec-

tion of sand, it will hold onto the existing sand. Once you establish a good layer of grass, it's not

necessary to use sand fencing to collect or to hold onto it. But we get so many visitors here. We

are inundated with people in the summertime that we really do need to actually draw a line and

say, you cannot walk any further than this particular point.

And this is primarily what the fence is used for on the easterly side of this dune structure

today.

I want to talk a little bit about installing sand fencing. I want to really get into some

specifics here. I personally have installed miles of snow fencing. Last year 1 put up twenty-five

thousand feet. I want to talk a little bit about how it withstands actions here. There are a few

things going on in this picture. First of all, one of the things we do is we install a nail on the top

to keep it from becoming a site for predators to stand on to look for plover and tern chicks. So,

each of our posts has a nail spike at the top to keep it from becoming a perch.

I' ll tell you, we' ve had limited success with that.



Secondly, we pinch the fence tight with a crowbar, and we install a staple in the fence. But

what's critical here is the staple isn't driven all the way tight. It's left out a bit so the fence has the

ability to slide back and forth. It's a very important thing because wind is a constant activity here

on the beach, and if you pinch the fence on that pole, within a year or two the wind action going

back and forth with snap that wire. So if you want the fence to last a while, you just tighten it

down so that it still allows the wire to slip back and forth.

And then finally there's one other item that we do here, and on the top and bottom, we

add a second wire, which gives it additional strength. We wire the fence back to separate points,

and that way when the water comes over the top and comes back out the bottom, it adds more

strength to the top and bottom of the fence. And it's just some little tricks that we' ve learned

from miles and miles of snow fencing. A snow fence installed properly should last five years on

its own before it actually starts to rust away.

So those are two items that should be helpful if you install sand fencing.

As Bill mentioned this morning, we have also observed areas on the beach where this

dieback occurs in the American beach grass. And as he described, it is a result of the fact that

beach grass is a sand-loving plant. Unless it is buried with sand or invigorated with sand, it just

doesn't do very well. And as you start to stabilize areas and get areas back on the backside of the

beach, we find that these areas die off, and we have to address that.

We were very concerned for quite some time as to what this was all about. I'd never spo-

ken to Bill. I' ve never heard him speak before. So it's kind of interesting that we came to the

same conclusions by taking separate paths.

We worked with Cornell University through the cranberry experiment station, to try to

determine why the grass was dying. And what we found after a lot of research is that aphids were

killing off the beach grass. The way that we handle it in Duxbury Beach is we fertilize the beach.

In the past, we used to use helicopters. Helicopters can spread it pretty accurately. But, once

again, in the regulatory scheme of things, we have scaled things back and now the entire beach is

fertilized by hand,

As was discussed by several speakers this morning, we apply a very low rate of nitrogen,

about twenty pounds per acre, and we buy the slowest-releasing nitrogen fertilizer that we can

find. Now, in Duxbury, nitrogen isn't a big issue because of the tidal cycle in the bay. We have a

nine foot tide on average, and the bay flushes completely twice a day, so nitrogen doesn't build

up; but as a regulator, there are embayrnents that are very nitrogen sensitive, so it's very impor-

tant if you use nitrogen � and you should if you' re maintaining beach grass areas � you should

put it on at a very low rate, and you have to have slow-release material. If you just pour it on and

it rains real heavy as was mentioned, it's just going to run right back out into the environment,

and nitrogen has some very negative impacts to embayments that have a very low-flushing rate.

So we, on an annual basis, fertilize the entire beach from head to foot, we apply by hand

� it's four miles of fertilizing. It sounds like a huge job, it is tiring and so forth, but it's the
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proper way to do it. You can put it where it's needed.

We feel that the fertilization is balancing the damaging effect of the aphids that are damag-

ing the grass. It's almost like an IPM type management system, where we know that some of it' s

going to die off and we' re willing to accept a certain level of that, but if we apply a very low

dosage of nitrogen, we' re able to balance some of that damage, and we don't lose the entire crop,

Realizing this dieback, we got into a program and we started looking at other types of

plants. Nearly every one that was mentioned this morning is something that we have tried, not

with very much successful. Our most successful woody plant that we plant on the beach is Rosa

Rugosa. We have planted since 1991 over thirty-five thousand woody plants of various types. We

have tremendous experience in trying to get things to grow in this very harsh environment. Rosa

Rugosa, we found our best method was to plant bare rooted two- or three-year old plants directly

into the sand as deep as possible and cut them back substantially. They usually were a twenty-

four or thirty-six inch plant on top. We cut it back to eighteen inches. Plant them deep, deep,

deep, so that they get down into that moisture and get their roots established. You also plant as

early as you can. When we first started planting the million stalks of beach grass, we started

planting in February. We were actually breaking the points off of those pointers because the

ground was still frozen. If you can get a hole in the ground, you can put a plant in and try to get

it established before the hot summer sun will start to act on these plants. Rosa Rugosa, we' ve had

great success with. Ninety to ninety-five percent of the plants would take.

However, we then get into this issue of endangered species, and the discussion about

whether it's an invasive and an exotic. As a result, we haven't planted any in the last few years.

We' ve cut back our program. We shifted to other types of plants, but with much less success.

We' ve planted beach plum, and we' re lucky to get fifty percent of that to grow. We' ve tried red

cedar � very poor success rate. We' ve tried Japanese black pine trees, even worse. Most of our

activity now is focused towards the beach plum. It's a native plant. It does survive at about fifty

percent.

One of the reasons that we try to plant woody shrubs in the back areas is that during and

after these storm events, they still remain upright. Beach grass simply lays over when the water

floods the beach. And after the event, there's sand blowing in all directions for days. This way,

and it's blowing that way and it's blowing this way. And there's nothing there to catch it except

for the woody plants. You can see how this � this is a beach plum bush � how the dune forms

around it. Not only during the storm event do the upright plants collect rocks and organic matter

and sand, but afterward, when the sand is blowing around in circles and there's nothing else to

catch it. So as far as building dunes, woody shrubs are a wonderful way to do that. They' re very,

very difficult to get to grow in these environments though. The success rate is very low, and it's a

constant, constant battle to get these to take.

Bayberry. We have planted bayberry from potted plants with great success, It's actually a

pretty good plant. It grows on its own, and it seems to be associated with birds because anywhere
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there's a cable for a bird

to sit on, we' re starting to

see bayberry pop up. So

it seems to come in on its

own. It's a native plant,

It's a nitrogen fixer as

well, so it's a great plant

for the beach.

Our latest technique

is permanent symbolic

fencing. Interesting

term. What does it

mean? Well, as I men-

tioned earlier, we have

restricted ourselves now

to a single row of snow
Fig 19. Symbolic fencing on Duxbury Beach

fence, which is back here. During periods of fair weather, years or months, whatever it may be,

the grass and dunes tend to migrate east, and we want to try to protect that area. So what we

started to do was to install posts every fifty or a hundred feet, and we simply string string between

them  Figure 19!, There's no other structure there, and we tell people that's the line. You stay

away from the dunes from this line forward. It's been very successful. This right here, you can

see a few posts here, was a previous year, and if the weather's good, we then have to move it out

another twenty-five feet or so. And it provides another very nice buffer zone to the dunes be-

hind. This is great habitat for piping plover and for least terns. It's a mixture of grass and sand

and gravel. It also preserves the wrack line. Many of us, for different reasons, feel that this is a

very successful program. It's called permanent symbolic fencing.

During the summer months, we actually have to bring metal poles out and bring it out a

little further for piping plover issues.

But this is the way the beach looks today with a single row of fence, this permanent sym-

bolic fencing that kind of moves back and forth, depending on the storm cycles.

Finally, I' ll leave it with our signature birds. We quite regularly have snowy owls visit

Duxbury Beach. This particular day it was about seventy degrees and they decided that it was far

too hot for them, and they found a good piece of the beach to keep themselves cool. They' re

actually trapped at Logan Airport to keep them out of the airplane flight paths and they' re depos-

ited here on Duxbury Beach. It doesn't take them long to go back to Logan Airport, so it's a

pretty good job.

But anyways, that's it. I' ll answer any questions if you have any.

Yes?



AUDIENCE MEMBER: What do you think you'd have if you didn't do anything with that

particular site? Not that you could have complicated management issues.

MR. GRADY: If there were no people around, the beach would heal very nicely on its own.

Those overwash fans � that's all a natural process that we could talk about. The root structures

from the roses and the beach plum and from the beach grass are all in that sediment that's been

deposited on the bay side, and they are the beginnings of new dunes that will grow up, But what

happens is we have so many visitors that the first place they go is the nice flat overwash fan, and

they step on all of those root fragments, and they simply will not re-grow. It also takes time. And

we' re a little impatient. And so we want to give it a huge jump-start, and so we do that by truck-

ing in sand and doing all of this work.

The beach itself has been there for a very long time. We have charts back to the 1700s,

and it looks very similar today. It doesn't change like the beaches here on the south side of the

Cape, where they' re moving back and forth. Duxbury Beach has looked very similar for three

hundred years. So I think that it would respond on its own. It is somewhat sand starved, and

that's why if the federal government or anybody's willing to bring in some sand, we' ll take it.

We' re always looking for more, but it will regenerate on its own. We just don't want to wait for it.

Yes?

MR. MEARLY: Just one quick comment. Dennis Merly, Mass. Audubon. You' re selling

yourself short with a fifty percent success rate of beach plum. I think that's good.

MR. GRADY: It is. Maybe we' re spoiled with the other plants. The stuff we started with

we get ninety or ninety-five percent, and we said, gee, great. You know, we' re using a lot of

nonprofit money. As Audubon would know, it's not endless in supply, so we'd like to get more

bang for the buck. But we also really try to balance all of these issues, the endangered species, you

know, the Wetlands Protection Act, all of these things, and we' re very inclusive to bring in all of

the stakeholders in the process of developing these plans to restore the beach. We' re always

looking for new ideas. We' re always modifying our program. This permanent symbolic fencing is

one of the newest ideas that we' ve come up with. And if anyone else has any suggestions, we' d

be happy to hear from them. We' re always trying something else. We' ve tried that coastal panic

grass. It hasn't worked. We tried hydro-seeding weeping love grass � it hasn't worked. We try

different things.

Yes?

AUDIENCE MEMBER: What we do is around the perimeter of the plantings � we put up a

snow fence, Just inside the snow fence, we put a row of Rosa Rugosa. Behind that, we do two feet

of twelve on center, two culms of beach grass, then eighteen inch for the rest of the areas. And
it's worked fine for us.

MR. GRADY: So you' re making islands of vegetation.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: We' re making islands. We leave passes through with board planks

to access the beach from the parking areas. No walk zones. The best one that we have in the
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south coast area would be in Swansea, Ocean Road. We' re about to start a new one � actually,

we' re going to start planting next week in Wareham, East River over at Onset Beach. It worked

great for us, but the biggest thing that we found is maintenance. The Town or the manager has to

go out every year to make sure that those fences are still intact � that the planks are down,

because as soon as people start walking over it, it's gone.

MR. GRADY: Yeah, and that's on an annual basis. We don't just respond to storms. Every

year we are doing projects on the beach. We' re constantly trying to shore it up for the next big

storm. It's coming. We don't know when. It could be tomorrow � it could be five years from

now. And we' re always working on it. And when it comes to federal funds and FEMA funds, if

they realize that you' ve been doing it all the time, you' re more eligible for disaster assistance

when that occurs. As long as you can document your expenditures, you can certify that it's sort

of an engineering situation.

The use of roses for people control, we do the same thing. We try to put them in dense

areas around the parking lot to keep people to walkways. It's sort of the barbed wire of the north-

east, I guess. The only problem is it collects trash. It's really hard to get plastic bags out of the

Rosa Rugosa.

Another point. Rosa Rugs is excellent for cobble beaches. It doesn't grow very fast. I don' t

think I'd call it an invasive exotic, In sandy areas, we' ve planted plants that were three feet tall,

and five years later they' re four feet tall. It doesn't grow with great vigor. However, in rocky

areas, if you can get it in the ground, my experience is it does very well. Very well. I would very

much promote it for cobbly beach areas.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Joe, just a reminder. If you' re going to be planting that, not only

cut back the tops, but also the roots. That invigorates the roots to spread out. And be careful not

to J root them because they' ll come with big long roots. Don't put them in a short hole.

MR. GRADY; Yeah. It's the planting technique. Rich  Poole! has provided the plants for

years, and we' ve tried all sorts of things. We' ve tried buying just whips and installing them in a

nursery, or installing them in containers and then transporting them out to the beach.

What we found is that if they' re in containers of loam, and then you plant them balled or

loamed into the holes in the beach, they never leave that little confine of loan. We now try to get

them out into the sandy environment as soon as we can, as young as we can. They seem to

survive better. You know, you don't want to baby them in some beautiful nursery eight miles

from the shore and then dump them out onto a barrier beach. It's a huge difference for them. So

I would recommend bare root whenever possible, as small a plant as possible. Plant them in

groups. Someone once told me that plants should be in odd numbers, so we always plant them

in odd numbers. We used to plant, you know, one here and one over there, and one down there.

Now we put them all together, you know, three feet together. We try to bring them in together as

groups, and they seem to do better.

Yes?



AUDIENCE MEMBER: Mashpee Conservation. Have you tried Virginia rose, the native
beach rose?

MR, GRADY: No, I have not. Maybe I will.

Are there supplies of those that are readily available?

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Yeah. More all the time are available. And it is on coastal embank-

ments on the Cape. It's naturalized there. It does very well there.

MR. GRADY: Yes?

MS. FRIEDMAN: Jan Friedman from Coastal Resources Management Council. Does your

beach grass spread into the areas that aren't planted when you do the Chevron?

MR. GRADY: It does.

MS. FRIEDMAN: And do you have a problem with the piping plover issues?

MR. GRADY: Yes, We' ve reached a point where we' ve been storm free for so many years

that much of these areas that were set aside for plover migration and habitat have grown in.

They' re not as dense as the other areas. You can still visibly see them, even after ten years. But

what we' ve tried to do is we' ve actually constructed areas since then for plovers. We' ve brought

sand in and covered up the beach grass � they look like overwash fans. It's been quite successful.

It's more successful if you' re able to put some native sand on top of the trucked-in sand. Color

appears to be an issue. You need to match the color of the beach sand. It's hard to find it in

quarrysand, so what we do is cover it with native sand afterward. Very successful. We' ve had

some of the earliest nesting of piping plovers on these manmade sites. Give it a try. So during

cycles, you do need to modify the vegetation if you want to try to continue good plover manage-
rnent.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: I'd like to follow up on sediment. So you get quarry sand and then

cover it? Because I have trouble finding sand.

MR. GRADY: Yes, it's trucked in from a local sandpit.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: And do you have to do sediment analysis?

MR. GRADY: Yeah. We try to match grain size, but what is grain size? Grain size is wher-

ever you pick it up.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: How do you do it?

MR. GRADY: Over the four miles of the beach, we have sections that are nothing but

cobbles that are this size. And we have other areas that are sugar sand. So yes, we try to rnatch it.

We try to � you know, we' re not after every grain of sand for instance, but it's very interpretive.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Very interpretive?

MR. GRADY: Yeah. Where do you grab the sample from?

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Right. But you err to the more coarse or the more fine?

MR. GRADY: Coarse.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: And then where do you get your natural sand to top it off and how
much are we talking?
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MR. GRADY: It can be as little as an inch. The sand that overwashes into the roadway and

parking areas, we gather that up, collect it, store it for theses events. Sometimes we' ll actually dig

out underneath where we' re going to put the sand and basically flip it over. Dig a hole, fill it with

the quarry stuff and put the natural stuff on top.

During a storm event, it all gets mixed up and you'd be pretty hard pressed to see the

quarry sand versus the natural sand. Sometimes you' ll see a thin layer here or there.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Okay, thanks.

MR. GRADY: I' ll be happy to talk with any of you afterward and during the panel.

MR. O' CONNELL: One more comment about the beach looking the same since the 1700s.

If you look at the shoreline change map for Duxbury Beach, the beach is the exact same width it

was in the mid-1800s, only it's a hundred and thirty feet landward based on the measurements we

did on the shoreline change map. Thank you Joe.



DUNE RESTORATION, COASTAL BANK, AND SALTMARSH
VEGETATIVE STABILIZATION: CASE HISTORIES

Tim Friary, Owner, Cape Cod Organic Farm, Barnstable, MA

MR. O' CONNELL:

Our next speaker is Tim

Friary, Tim is the owner

of Cape Cod Organic

Farm in Barnstable and is

involved in the propaga-

tion, growing, selling,

and installation of

coastal plant materials.

Tim has been growing

coastal and wetland

plants for twenty years.

He was a working partner

at the Seabury Farm for

fourteen, dourteen years, and a Fig 20. Dune restoration project in Chatham

member of the Board of Cooperators for the Cape Cod Soil Conservation District. Over the years,
Tim has gained practical experience by utilizing various techniques and plants for marsh restora-
tion, dune, and bank stabilization. Tim is going to discuss two case studies; one on dune restora-

tion and the other a coastal bank restoration project,

MR: FRIARY: I' ve been dong this for quite some time and I' ve tried different techniques on
marsh restoration a.nd bank stabilization. Most of my experience comes from practical experience.

This is a project I did in Chatham  Figure 20!. It's a coastal dune system that was created
from dredge spoils taken from Chatham Harbor. That's Ted Keon, Coastal Resource Officer. Here

we are measuring out the area, and you can see there's some Ammophilla there already  Figure
21!. He was trying to create a dune system with sand from a dredging project in Chatham, but he
was getting a lot of sand buildup and it was spilling over onto a neighbor's property. So, the
project was to keep the sand from escaping and to collect other sand that was blown by the wind.

This is what it looked like prior to the project � the year before the project in 1998. To accom-

plish our goal, a parallel, double-row fence was placed along the backside of the dune. Twenty-
foot long embayments were created by running a double-rowed fence perpendicular to the beach.
Between and behind the embayments, Ammophilla breviligulata � beach grass � was planted.
The beach grass was planted twelve inches off center, two culms per hole. Beach grass is a front-
line plant that is used to collect sand. It appears that there was a tenfold increase in the beach

grass. Further back, goldenrod and asters carne in, giving seasonal color. The area is becoming a



diversified dune system.

This next project was

for an engineering firm

out of Boston, to fix a

problem in Barnstable

Village, where a headwa-

ter was placed too far out

in a marsh, The headwa-

ter had been gouged out

and went down about

four feet. One issue was

identifying the soil and

deciding what could be

done to replicate the soil
Fig 21. Preparing the dune restoration site in Chatham

Steve Spear from the

United States Department of Agriculture was contacted to help identify the soil type. He brought

a soil survey hook of Barnstable County, published by the USDA, which plots all the soil types on

the Cape. It was concluded that the soil in this area was Ipswich soil, a marsh soil. Using a

screener, soil was created made up of seven parts peat to one part clay. The soil was then corn-

pacted in the gouge to a depth of three and one half feet. Another issue was that there was fresh

water coming out of this headwater, most of it collected from the county complex. Through the

marsh area, Spartina alterniflora was planted, which can grow well in brackish and even fresh

water. Panicium varigatium, or switch grass, was also planted on the top and side banks. Another

grass called Agropyrum, or stiff-leafed quack grass, was planted along the margin of the marsh,

forming a nice berm.

This is a project that was relatively successful in Chatham. WE put fiber rolls in and planted

stiff leaf quack grass on top. This was filled in with soil over coconut fiber rolls. If I had the oppor-

tunity to do it again, I think I would probably put more of a clay base to hold it better.

We planted the area with Spartina alte >aflora, which came up nicely. On the bank where the

fiber rolls were we planted Patens, which unfortunately is gone. But at the top the stiff leaf quack

grass is actually green now. What is going to happen is that the berm is going to come up a foot

or two. It's a great berm builder. I say its an underutilized grass, The stiff leaf quack grass is a

prolific grass. I use jute netting to hold things on top here,

You cans see the parking lot out here. Fortunately, this particular project was in conjunction

with the Chatham Conservation Commission � they' re going to put in a parking lot here. We got

our plant material right from then parking lot, right through the area that was gouged out.
It's a thought for conservation commissions. If you' re going to be taking out an area or mak-

ing something different out of a parking area, you have native grasses or material that you can use
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on projects, particularly projects that are right there. I think its something that should be looked

into.

But I think this will stabilize. Again, I think there's a little bit of amended soil of clay and peat

on that bank that will do well.

MR. O' CONNELL: What kind of material did you use underneath that eroded area?

MR. FRIARY: Sandy Loam.

This is an interesting situation. This is Phragmites. This is growing on a coastal bank in Sand-

wich. I want to talk a little bit about that.

Another interesting situation that occurs on coastal banks, particularly from Sandwich to

Barnstable and also on Nantucket, is that the coastal banks have a clay lens that creates a wet-

lands situation. In this particular slide, Phragrnites, a freshwater wetland plant can be seen grow-

ing on the coastal bank  Figure 22!. Often, rather than planting wetland plants like Vaccinium

corymbosum, highbush blueberry, Vibirnum dentatum, arrowwood, or rushes such as Juncos

canadensis and Juncus marginatus, people will plant beach grass, which is not the appropriate

application. When planting is to be done in these clay banks, a consultant should be called in to

observe the site in order to decide which type of plants are right. The area in the slide was

planted with beach grass, and most likely, within two years, wetland plants will crowd out the

beach grass, rendering it nonfunctional for bank stabilization.

In this coastal bank area, Ammophilla breviligulata was planted  Figure 23!. One thing some

people worry about is dieback and the introduction of pathogens, However, if there is a healthy

stand of grass, the issue is mitigated. One key to healthy grass on a coastal bank where there is no

accretion of sand is fertilization, An application of about one hundred pounds of fertilizer per

year, per acre is adequate.

Without fertilization, the

beach grass will not stay

healthy, and there will be

almost total dieback that

will eventually cause an

erosion problem. Other

plant species such as

seaside goldenrod and

New England asters are

migrating into the area,

creating a healthy coastal

bank environment.

This particular area

was a job that was done

in Brewster in October. ItFig 22. Phragmities growing on a coastal bank
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was a snow fence instal-

lation. Again, you can

see the double snow

fence. I like to use that

double snow fence be-

cause once it hits, it falls

to the ground and it

doesn't get a chance to

escape. This was gouged

out � this back dune. I

put it in maybe a foot

and a half to two feet

away from the gouged

out area. That should all

fill in, What we' re going
Fig 23. Healthy coastal bank environment

to do in the springtime is

go back and plant that.

This particular area gets a lot of wave action, too, and a lot of wrack. And again, with the

double snow fencing, I think it's a cheaper way than some of the other fencing. It collects a lot of

wrack, and when you get a good buildup of rack, you get a good buildup of sand.

This was October. Here's the buildup of sand we' ve had so far this year. This is a couple of

weeks ago. It did very well,

MR. O' CONNELL: You used just exclusively beach grass there?

MR. FRIARY: In this particular spot, yes. There is going to be a large accretion of sand. There' s

always going to be sand blowing. Again, you can see that wrack built up in there, too. That' s

going to be nice. What happens in a lot of these situations is you get a lot of sand buildup now

on that wrack. You know, the fence will guard that and you get wrack built up on there.

And that's the sand that built up in the back there.

In this particular spot is Arnophilla on a coastal bank. There's been a lot of talk about die

back and a lot of pathogens coming in. This is a job that I had done five or six years ago and look

how healthy that grass is there, And it's on a coastal bank, there's no accretion of sand. You

know, how do you do it? You fertilize. My application may be about a hundred pounds per acre.

That bank there was a quarter of an acre, and we used about twenty-five pounds of fertilizer a year

on that. And that's what you get. If you don't fertilize it, you' re going to run into problems.

You' re going to have erosion problems.

We' ve got other species that are migrating in there. But with a healthy stand of grass like

that, that's nice. That stabilized that man's bank quite well.

A lot of customers that I run into, homeowners, won't do that, they won't fertilize, and
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that's a big problem.

MR. O' CONNELL: Why would you not diversify the plants there? Like stiffleaf quack

grass?

MR. FRIARY: It's a coastal bank, for one thing. You' re not getting diversification coming
in there. You' ve already got plants migrating in there. You' ve got a healthy stand of grass to

begin with. Other plants are coming in, They' re going to naturally succeed in there.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Is this in an embayment?

MR. FRIARY: This is on a coastal bank in Eastham, just on a bank. It's not an embayment
at all.

Here is another area planted with beach grass in Maushop Village in New Seabury. This beach
grass is in its sixth or seventh year on a coastal bank with no accretion of sand. There has been

no dieback and the beach grass is very strong. Again, fertilization is a key. Another factor is pH.
An application of four tons of lime per acre gives the grass the opportunity to take in a lot of

nutrients, which it would not do otherwise because the pH would be too high. This technique

was used on Sampson's Island, an Audubon island, and the beach grass is prolific there.

This is a great example � irrigation on coastal banks. This is a gouge here. I get customers

calling me in May every year, can I go out and plant beach grass. And I tell them no. They say
what if we put water on it. I tell them no. And sure enough, somebody will sell them beach

grass, And you go down the coast, anywhere you go, any town, you' re going to have somebody

running the sprinkler out on a coastal bank. And here's your erosion. I think they kind of blew
it.

MR. FRIARY: I' ve

got a strong suspicion

that was done one year

and the next year it was

like that. I don't think

there was particularly

wave action on that. I

see it happening quite

often,

This is a particular

job that we did down in

Truro  Figure 24!. And

this is a drift fence here,

with the green post. It' s

a very strong structureFig 24. Coastal bank stabilization with plants and a drift fence
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wave action?



with a lot of give for

wave action. Its stronger

than a snow fence. A

drift fence is basically

constructed of two by

fours with posts like

telephone poles. It's put

in in a zigzag fashion.

This particular job

required a diversified

collection of plants

 Figure 25!. We planted

beach grass all through

here, in addition to

beach plum, bayberry

and Rosa Rugosa. The

plants were mixed so as to create a naturalized system, I used two-gallon plants about three feet

apart. And I get a pretty quick return on that � highly successful. The rows are five feet apart. I

have very good success rate with my jobs. I do amend my soil with peat moss, And I either plant

in the fall or early spring.

MR, O' CONNELL: What's the latest date you would plant?

MR. FRIARY; The latest date I would plant � I plant all winter. I grow all this stock my-

self. It doesn't matter if you' re sitting on top of the ground in my yard or in the ground on the

beach. We' re talking about hardy stuff like beach plum, bayberry, Rosa Rugosa and your native

grasses. I have no problem with it, Beach grass is planted from October 15 through April 15. All

other coastal plant material can be planted any time throughout the year, but preferably from

early Spring to early summer.

Wetlands materials, plants on a coastal bank like blueberry, probably Vibernum,

Dentaturn, and pussywillow, I wouldn't plant in winter. I would wait until the springtime to do

that, It's more of an opportunity for it to freeze and unfreeze and ruin the roots because of the

water factor,

Fig 25, Coastal bank stabilization with a variety of coastal planks

Any questions?

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Can you show the slide that had phragmities in it, and can you

discuss planting beach grass in a freshwater wetland. I didn't make the connection.

MR. FRIARY: I think what happens a lot of times is conservation commissions will go out

and look at a coastal bank and don't take into account that there's freshwater there, that there' s

clay lenses, with water coming out. And actually the plants that are growing there are freshwater

plants instead of Ammophilla. Somebody had gone in there and planted that Ammophilla. I didn' t
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actually do that job. They had planted the Ammophilla, and what should have been planted here
were wetlands plants and grasses.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: So what happened? The beach grass died?

MR. FRIARY: The beach grass will die in a couple of years. It won't compete with the

wetlands plants.

MR. O' CONNELL: What kind of wetlands plants did you plant?

MR. FRIARY: What you see growing out there now is blueberry, Vibernum dentatim and
Vibernum Iantagot.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Would you say for bare root American beach grass planting, what' s

the best -- is March 15th to April 15th the most optimum part of the spring for planting that?

MR. FRIARY: I grow it commercially in the nursery, and I like to lay my stock out in No-

vember or December. This year's been a little funny though. This was a warm winter, and it

started kicking out the roots. But generally I have no real preference. Anywhere from October

15th through April 15th.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Is a decent time winter if the ground is not froze?

MR. FRIARY: If you' re planting on a frontal dune, you' ve got to take into consideration,

are you going to get wave action that may take out the plants. Are you going to get a coastal

storm. Or if you' re planting on a coastal bank where there's a high susceptibility of losing your

grass. It depends on the situation.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: When you' re fertilizing, do you do it after the installation and just
one time a year, or do you do it every six months?

MR. FRIARY: I do it April 15~, right then. That's the end. It's kicking out really good. I' ll

go around to my job sites that I did over the wintertime, and fertilize them if that's what the

customer wants.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: And that's the one time a year that you do it?

MR. FRIARY: That's it. In my nursery, where I want high production, I' ll fertilize twice a

year. I' ll go in there again around June 30th.

MR. KEON: I didn't know you were showing the slides of Chatham and we hadn't really
had time to talk. That one site where the fiber rolls were exposed I didn't know what had hap-
pened, so I went there this winter and saw we lost the lower half of the bank. That area is called

Taylor's Pond, it's a small interior tidal embayment. Even with this winter we still had some

fringe ice around the pond. I have a feeling that it was tidal action and mechanical wearing
through the ice. And in that kind of a situation, I'm not sure how we address that? Do we plant
it again, or are we just going to get the same result next winter if we have a bigger ice setup.

MR. FRIARY: Ted, I think what should be done there should be a spring planting again
with probably a clay base soil � something that's a little heavier, And I think what's going to
happen there is that the flora right in front is really going to pick up.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Regarding your fertilizing, do you use or incorporate organics?
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MR. FRIARY: I' ve got an organic farm, so my beach grass on my farm is organic fertilized. I

don't use it out on the coastal banks though or a dune situation. I don't do it when I go out, no.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: What are you using for a fertilizer on a coastal bank?

MR. FRIARY: Triple ten. Ten-ten-ten.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Is that a chemical fertilizer?

MR. FRIARY: It's a chemical. I use a quick-release fertilizer.

AUDIENCE MEMBER: Would you make a distinction between applying that in an

embayment area bank versus a bank on Cape Cod Bay, where you have a large tidal range?

MR. FRIARY: I wouldn't fertilize it if there was a large storm surge coming or anything like

that. I usually like to fertilize right before storm rain so it gets in.

MR. O' CONNELL: Thank you, Tim.


